Disruption of enamel crystal formation quantified by synchrotron microdiffraction.
To understand the pathology of the ultrastructure of enamel affected by systemic disorders which disrupt enamel tissue formation in order to give insight into the precise mechanisms of matrix-mediated biomineralization in dental enamel in health and disease. Two-dimensional synchrotron X-ray diffraction has been utilized as a sophisticated and useful technique to spatially quantify preferred orientation in mineralized healthy deciduous dental enamel, and the disrupted crystallite organization in enamel affected by a systemic disease affecting bone and dental mineralization (mucopolysaccharidosis Type IVA and Type II are used as examples). The lattice spacing of the hydroxyapatite phase, the crystallite size and aspect ratio, and the quantified preferred orientation of crystallites across whole intact tooth sections, have been determined using synchrotron microdiffraction. Significant differences in mineral crystallite orientation distribution of affected enamel have been observed compared to healthy mineralized tissue. The gradation of enamel crystal orientation seen in healthy tissue is absent in the affected enamel, indicating a continual disruption in the crystallite alignment during mineral formation. This state of the art technique has the potential to provide a unique insight into the mechanisms leading to deranged enamel formation in a wide range of disease states. Characterising crystal orientation patterns and geometry in health and following disruption can be a powerful tool in advancing our overall understanding of mechanisms leading to the tissue phenotypes seen clinically. Findings can be used to inform the appropriate dental management of these tissues and/or to investigate the influence of therapeutic interventions or external stressors which may impact on amelogenesis.